On intrinsic equivalences of the finite helical axis, the instantaneous helical axis, and the SARA approach. A mathematical perspective.
Accurate determination of joint axes is essential for understanding musculoskeletal function. Whilst numerous algorithms to compute such axes exist, the conditions under which each of the methods performs best remain largely unknown. Typically, algorithms are evaluated for specific conditions only limiting the external validity of conclusions regarding their performance. We derive exact mathematical relationships between three commonly used algorithms for computing joint axes from motion data: finite helical axes (FHA), instantaneous helical axes (IHA) and SARA (symmetrical axis of rotation approach), including relationships for an extension to the mean helical axes methods that facilitate determining joint centres and axes. Through the derivation of a sound mathematical framework to objectively compare the algorithms we demonstrate that the FHA and SARA approach are equivalent for the analysis of two time frames. Moreover, we show that the position of a helical axis derived from the IHA using positional data is affected by a systematic error perpendicular to the true axis direction, whereas the axis direction is identical to those computed with either the FHA or SARA approach (true direction). Finally, with an appropriate choice of weighting factors the mean FHA (MFHA) method is equivalent to the Symmetrical Centre of Rotation Estimation (SCoRE) algorithm for determination of a Centre of Rotation (CoR), and similarly, equivalent to the SARA algorithm for determination of an Axis of Rotation (AoR). The deep understanding of the equivalences between methods presented here enables readers to choose numerically efficient, robust methods for determining AoRs and CoRs with confidence.